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Abstract. The article takles ICT impact on entrepreneurship by putting emphasis on theoretical aspects of social network, social network 

marketing and social marketing strategy. The social network has opened a whole New World of opportunity for even the smallest home-

based business owner. There are countless numbers of new self-made millionaires that achieved their newfound success on the Internet. 

They started their Internet businesses from the scratches, found a niche and built their success. Developing a successful social network 

marketing strategy is an essential part of online successs and one of preconditions of successful entrepreneurship. In order to succeed, you 

must develop and implement a strategic plan that includes all of the following constituents: a great product, a website specifically 

designed to sell, a good marketing strategy. The paper provides overview of contemporary practices of suggest generalizations. 
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1. Introduction 

 

ICT has become integral part of vast majority of contemporaty entrepreneurial busineses. Sustainable 

entrepreneurship requires to adop the whole range approaches towards doing business in ICT era, in order to 

keep its long-term viability (De Alencar, Almeida 2013; Baikovs, Zariņš 2013; Laužikas, Mokšeckienė 2013; 

Moskvina 2013; Wahl, Prause 2013; Raišienė, Jonušauskas 2013; Garškaitė-Milvydienė 2014; Litvaj, 

Poniščiaková 2014; Figurska 2014; Wahl 2014; Išoratė et al. 2014; Prause, Hunke 2014, Tvaronavičienė 2014; 

Dzemyda, Raudeliūnienė 2014). Social network marketing became integral part of ICT application. Marketing 

solutions, e.g. for the world's most popular social network Facebook is still quite a big secrt oret adherents of 

traditional marketing. However, a variety of opinions and assessments loose, so we decided to ask the people's 

thoughts untrue. Social networking has been very easy to start. This was a new toy, which existed in the 

possibility of reducing the distance between distant people to communicate with loved ones, find new contacts 

and share a range of interesting material. If the first social networks mainly attracted young people today use 

Facebook and middle-aged agents, senior audience, our parents, and sometimes grandparents. Companies of all 

sizes have realized that social networking has enormous potential because there today who can agree on the 

seventh of the world population. The growing popularity of social networks has proven many myths that are 

incorrectly treated the basic principles of social network marketing. The task of this article is to evaluate social 
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network marketig theoretcial aspects. The object of article – social network. Research methods used in artciel is 

literature analyze, statistical data analysis.  

 

2. Social network concept 

 
Social networking websites are online communities of people who share interests and activities, or who are 

interested in exploring the interests and activities of others. They typically provide a variety of ways for users to 

interact, through chat, messaging, email, video, voice chat, file-sharing, blogging, and discussion groups. 

Facebook, Linkedin and MySpace are currently the most popular and well-known social networks in the world.  

The Social Network (sociology) - social structure consisting of individuals (or organizations) called “points” 

(called “node”, ~ s), which is closely related to one or more peer relationships, such as friendship, kinship, 

economic relations , liking or dislike, sexual relationships, faith (religion), education, hobbies, social status. The 

Social Network (Internet) - an interactive structure of the Internet (website) brings together a common interest in 

having members of the group, which is, and which specific site content and interact with each other virtually, 

automated means of a specific site. Social (Internet) networks - recently actively developing part of the Internet, 

which can be attributed to both simple discussion forums, and the complex social and (or) commercial web 

projects. 

 

Social networks - is to bring together a network willing to interact with other people, to gather and share 

information, grouping. Social networks can connect to a variety of topics, or groups can create them yourself. 

More and more Internet users across Lithuania use social networks, but the medium is still not well explored in 

online marketing companies. Social networks are used not only to communicate with friends, but increasingly 

they are used in the business. Social  networks  are  no  longer  entirely  new,  but  have  been  rapidly  evolving  

in  their number,  form  and  complexity.  They are new and also different to “offline network” (Drucker 1993; 

Achrol and Kotler 1999). Drucker (1993) described the economy of the future (or new economy) as a “network 

society”. According Rashad Yazdanifard et al. (2011) the internet has radically brought the media to a global 

audience and it has changed the way people think, behave, react, earn and do their businesses. The methods of 

marketing have changed and improved gradually over the past years. Intoday’s world, marketing has become 

much more sophisticated and has entered into the world of technology. Katheryn A. Andresen (2011) argue, that 

marketing through social networks: business considerations - from brand to privacy use of private information 

without express consent. Social networks created a new pool of potential customers through the sheer volume of 

users that voluntarily created accounts. In addition, the true social networks like Facebook, MySpace, and 

LinkedIn also created access points likely to be viewed frequently by users. In a 2010 survey, social network 

sites accounted for twelve percent of all online use. 

 

Social networking sites also require businesses to consider issues related to security, privacy, terms of use, 

employee policies, and brand or other intellectual property protection. However, in addition to the concerns 

associated with social networks, companies have also recognized new market. Douglas (2008) state that Social 

marketing uses the principles and processes of commercial marketing, but not with the aim of selling products 

and services. Rather, the goal is to design and implement programs to promote socially beneficial behavior 

change. In recent years the Internet has emerged with surprisingly new possibilities for Marketers to sell their 

goods. The creation of social networking and microblogging sites such as MySpace, Facebook and Twitter, 

which allow social interaction and creation of virtual communities and hence generate a wider audience for 

targeting specific customer segments is one of the newest innovations in the use of the Internet and web 

technologies (Lemel 2010). As state Failte Ireland, National Tourism Development Authority (2012) the social 

networking sites such as Facebook, Twitter, MySpace, and YouTube allow them to serve nicely to the various 

marketing purposes and strategies. Firstly they offer cost effective means of sharing information and marketing 

through word of mouth and secondly they generate a large amount of data shared by millions of members 

everyday which is later scrutinized by the marketing forces to target their customers and improve their products 

and services. 

 

Twitter. Twitter is the answer to the question ‘what are you doing now’. It allows you to create a text like 

message of up to 140 characters through a PC or on your phone and send it to your followers. It’s a mix of 
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business and social. You could be at home communicating what you are doing or in work. It can be a very useful 

tool to market your message to a lot of people at the same time very quickly. It can also be used to find out if 

people are actively looking for your services.  

 

LinkedIn. LinkedIn is a business networking tool with over 150 million users worldwide and over 66% of them 

are considered influencers or decision makers. You create your personal profile (similar to a CV) on the site and 

then network with other people. One big advantage with LinkedIn is that when you connect with someone 

through the site they become part of your network and you are made aware of who is in their network. This can 

be a very powerful way of getting warm leads.  

 

Facebook. Facebook is a social network with over 800 million users and is ideal for companies in the tourism 

industry to promote their business. You can create a personal profile to connect with your friends and a business 

page to connect with your customers. By marketing through your business page you can communicate directly to 

your fans of that page. 

 

Google+. Google+ is a business social network developed by Google. It’s relatively new but it’s growing quite 

fast. You can have a personal and a business profile similar to Facebook but at the moment its’ more suitable for 

business networking. 

 

Blogging. A blog is basically a set of online articles normally displayed through your website.  When you write 

an article you want people to read this content and share it out. If this doesn’t happen it can still be very 

advantageous to keep a blog because it gives Google extra pages to index.  

 

Social Bookmarking. A bookmark is a way of keeping track of sites you went to before that you might want to 

go back to. Social bookmarking allows you to share out the information on the sites you have bookmarked to 

your friends and of course they can do the same. 

 

Podcasting. A podcast is a series of files, in either an audio and/or video format that can be downloaded and 

listened to or viewed at a later stage. For example, a radio station could produce a podcast of a show they run so 

that people that missed the show can come to their website and download it to listen to it at their leisure.  

 
Table 1. Social Networks 

Facebook Twitter  

Plaxo Netlog  

Xing Badoo  

Jhoos Orkut  

Myspace Youtube  

Hi5 Linkedin  

CyWorld Friendster  

Google+ Wikipedia  

 
Source: author 

 

Video. There are many online video sites that can be used to market your business. Video can be a very effective 

tool and as Google really likes video it is more likely to appear in search results. YouTube is the biggest video 

sharing site and is also one of the biggest search engines as so many people search for content through YouTube. 

Çam, İşbulan (2012) stated, that social networks appear to be the most ideal environments in that they are 

constantly updateable, open to multithreading and give an opportunity to virtual sharing. According to Downes 

(2005), social networks are the conjunction of personal ties which are combined by the set of relations. People 

can express their daily thoughts, discuss over these thoughts and come up with new ideas on social networks. 

Also, they can share various photographs and videos in addition to their personal details, look for job –even, they 
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can find one–, and they experience the real world within the virtual environment. This, day by day, draws all the 

attention to this field and forms a new conceptual frame for the renewed virtual world. A good number of social 

communication networks have nowadays emerged (Table 1). 

 

Numerous social communication networks have today arisen as is seen in Table 1. The reason as to why these 

networks have come into being is due to the fact that the internet users have been in search of new things. This 

search, during the time when social networks have become widespread, becomes a social habit which will day 

by day turn into a social network addiction. 

 

3. Social network marketing 

 

Waad Assaad, Jorge Marx Gómez (2011) argue, that marketing  is  the  process,  which  is  used  to  determine  

what  products  or  services  can  be  of interest to customer. Social networks help in improving the marketing of 

organizations to new insights  about  the  brand,  which  offers  innovative  ways  to  implement  the  basic  

marketing programs, as well as new methods to win in online discussions of important business. So they can  use  

these  new  opportunities,  they  need  the  tools  that  their  companies  can  monitor conversations across the 

Internet effectively and participate. The goal is to link the success of activities in social networks with marketing 

programs and processes. 

 

Marketing is becoming more significant for consumers and organisations that are actively involved in all kind of 

e-commerce activities.  The  use  of  social  networks marketing  does  not  only  help  to  manage  customer  

relationships,  but  also    attracts valuable  employees  and  investors  into  a  business  (Palemo  2008).  Online 

social networks marketing has overhauled the traditional forms of marketing in such a way that millions of 

prospective buyers can be reached globally within a minute. Online SNM also allows  small  companies  to  

market  and  advertise  in  a  difficult  market  (Chipp, Ismail 2004). 

 

Microsoft Dynamics, CRM (2009) argue, that social networking provides marketing organizations with new 

insights into their brand, innovative ways to execute and track grass-roots marketing programs, and new methods 

to turn fragmented online conversations into actionable insights. To do so, though, organizations will need ways 

to monitor, understand, and participate effectively in those conversations and leverage them in conjunction with 

existing marketing programs and processes. Social networks play a lot of Internet marketing functions increase 

your website traffic to help reach the target audience of potential customers , identify new product and service 

opportunities to better understand the users' expectations about a product or service creates a positive image of 

the company . Social networks are also used in consumer brand loyalty formation. Internet social networks - it is 

social networks, using a website. These websites are known as social sites. Social networking websites are like 

online communities of users, whose members share common interests, hobbies, political viewpoint or other 

activities. Social websites allow people from all over the world to exchange, collect and disseminate information 

on various topics. Although social sites often connects people who share some common interests, but there are 

also such online social network that does not have to be a shared hobby or interest. These social sites as 

“traditional”, which can become a member, each person wants. Social network advertising - is a form of online 

advertising, using social networking sites. Popular social sites: Facebook, MySpace and others. One of the main 

advantages of social networking advertising is that users can take advantage of demographic data: their interests, 

hobbies, political views, social status and so on. 

 

Social network marketing is becoming more and more important part of the growing popularity of creating 

marketing campaigns. Advertising on the Internet for the most part moved on to social networking. Quite fast 

and rapid growth in this area is felt in the last five years. Therefore, this is a great opportunity to take advantage 

of this new form of advertising. A lot of companies derive substantial benefits from social media, but this 

measure is necessary to learn to use effectively. For anyone who knows the rules of social marketing can be a 

great tool to keep customers, but others due to improper use can cause serious problems. Social network 

marketing strategy wrong choice can be detrimental to business. The bad news travels much faster than sound, 

so one bad step and you will know about the vast majority of your customers. For this reason it is very important 
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to consult with specialists knowledgeable in this area. While social networking is a great tool for advertising, but 

it's not for every business. Several false claims about the social network marketing: The most important reason 

why you should need to use social networks to find new customers. This is one of the largest false claim. One of 

the most important components of social marketing is to keep existing customers than to find new. People often 

mistake these two measures. Some companies use social networks to search for new customers, but the benefits 

would be much greater if communication is maintained with existing customers. Social Network Marketing 

means to create a “Facebook” in your profile Social Media overwhelming share of Facebook, but it should be 

remembered, and other social media channels such as blog, forum, etc. Social marketing is an advertising 

scutching their customers. As we mentioned earlier, many companies are using this as an advertising platform. 

However, the effective use of this channel can get a number of benefits. Some of the company's social networks 

creates images with excellent personal and customers to evaluate. 

 

Social networks are not only innovative, but also in terms of cost of communication.  

Social networking users are increasing rapidly in Lithuania. For example, the social network Facebook has more 

than 90 thousand consumers of our country. Social media - blogs, social networks and community, social 

marketing, real- time recordings, podcasts, virtual games - represent a growing debate between skeptics and 

Internet marketing “gurus”. Some of the new Internet technologies tend to be called youth word in fashion, 

others they see huge business opportunities. Marketing experts say that the Internet and mobile communication 

based on the exchange of information between people can become one of the key success of business 

development directions of the economy during the economic downturn. Several years ago, mostly young people 

keen on only as a great form of leisure, now the social networking site has gained a wider application - they 

advertised, sold, purchased, and exchanged knowledge about the products and services. So the state agencies and 

private companies to ignore the phenomenon is no longer possible. Internet innovation every day and growing 

momentum of social media becomes an integral part of companies 'marketing strategy', - says the Internet and 

blogs Conference Login 2009 initiator Arnold Rogoznyj. He points out that Westerners can no longer rely solely 

on traditional forms of business communication and to keep abreast of economic development and to cope with 

the strong competition in their marketing communication strategies include social online networks. Social media 

is a relevant activity for your business and the board is, ahem, onboard. Now you need to make them understand 

what’s involved and how it will be managed. Take them through the next steps, who will do it and timings 

(Table 2). 
 

Table 2. Social network strategy steps 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Source: Third Wave. Social Media Strategy Framework (2013) 

 

By analysing the business plan and/or marketing strategy, it gives you a good idea of the types of things you can 

achieve by using social media: building awareness, establishing thought leadership, launching new products or 

1. Identifying goals and objectives 

 
2.  Finding your audiences 

 

 
3. Developing tactics 

 

 

 

 

4. Metrics and measurement 

 

 

 

 

5. The content plan 

 

 

 

 

6. Defining resources 

 

 

 

 

 

7. Guidelines and training 

 

 

 

 

8.  Ongoing management and beyond 
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services, increasing reach (either geographically or by sector), generating leads, increasing sales, research and 

insight (understanding how to improve your product or service), saving costs (eg reducing recruitment costs), 

building your community, creating word of mouth activity, improving public relations activity, driving traffic to 

a website or blog, improving SEO, improving customer/client relations, providing customer/client service, 

competitive analysis.  

 

It is important think about those target audiences (aka people) and need to connect with to help you to achieve 

what you need to. The types of audiences you could be looking for include: current clients or customers, 

potential clients or customers, associates of current/potential clients or customers, journalists and editors, 

bloggers, suppliers, affiliate businesses, thought leaders. If you don’t know where the people you want to 

connect with are, make the most of the various free monitoring tools to track who is talking about the keywords 

associated with your business: Google Analytics, Social Mention, Technorati, Addictomatic and Board Reader, 

to name a few, can help. This should highlight who has a voice in these subject areas. 

 

In order to take your objectives in turn and create tactics to help you achieve them, with all of the above research 

in mind. Here is an example: Objective: Build brand awareness Now this is a very general objective, but a 

common one (which is why I’ve picked it). You could make this more specific if you like: build awareness in a 

certain region, for a specific service, in a certain sector. Better still attach some numbers to it to help with 

measurement: Grow brand awareness of xxxx service and increase web enquiries for that service by 10%. The 

more specific the better. The tactics for this could include:  

 Launch a Twitter/Facebook/LinkedIn profile (as appropriate) and connect with the target audiences (or 

people, as I prefer to call them). 

 Launch a blog showcasing relevant knowledge for the region, service area, sector etc Build a presence 

on niche networking sites relevant to your objectives (these would have already been identified when 

you researched where your audiences are online). 

 Research and identify relevant blogs for guest blogging opportunities. 

 Research and identify relevant blogs and engage in discussions. 

 Create a hashtag around your specialist area and drive the conversation.  

 This could also be a hashtag around a regular Twitter chat. 

 Develop a competition or creative word of mouth campaign across relevant platforms to raise awareness 

of the brand. 

 Go through each objective you’ve already identified and list tactics. Then refine this list with your 

resources in mind (be realistic here, if not you could be setting yourself an unachievable workload 
(Gemma Went (2014). 

When developed the social media tactics, you need to set the metrics to understand if those objectives are being 

met. Now this isn’t an exact science as much of this activity relies on word of mouth, which has always been 

hard to pin down. Digital activity has made it much easier to get a handle on metrics and understand how the 

tactics are working A good content plan can supercharge activities and make sure you publish relevant content 

across the web. When considering content creation, never forget the goals and objectives that should guide your 

thinking around suitable topics. For example, if you need to raise awareness or become a thought leader in a 

particular service area/industry/product type, this should become a key topic area for which you will need to 

create content demonstrating your expertise Once you’ve generated ideas for content topics, you can start 

thinking about the various channels you will use it on and how you will use it: 

 Blog: develop an editorial calendar, assigning topics to blog posts and set deadlines; 

 Linked In: create conversation around key topics in the Group areas and add links to blog posts; 

 Guest posts: approach other blogs and offer your content as a one off or as a regular contributor; 

 Newsletter: not everyone will read your blog, so repurpose blog content here;  

 Twitter and Facebook: share blog posts and start discussions around your topics; 

 Ebooks: if you generate a lot of content on a particular topic, create an ebook that you can offer on the 

website or blog (just like we did with this); 

 Content creation is an ongoing process and it’s easy to run out of steam Gemma Went (2014).  
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So if you lose inspiration along the way, try a few of these ideas: 

 Make the most of other media: share a slideshare presentation, a great video you uncover, infographics 

and other interesting gems you find;  

 Add your own presentations to slideshare and share; 

 Develop regular features, such as monthly or weekly roundups and reviews etc.; 

 Publish interviews with interesting and relevant people; 

 Invite guest bloggers to add a fresh perspective to your content; 

 Invite customers or clients to ask questions, either on the blog;  

 Facebook, Twitter or Linked In and answer them on your blog; 

 If you attend an industry event, write a post event review; 

 Create ‘how to’ lists (Gemma Went (2014). 

 

Social media is an ongoing activity that needs commitment, so be sure to give it what it deserves from the start. 

Break down the activities into specifics and estimate how much time each will take. When we say “analysis”, we 

use it as an umbrella term that spans monitoring, analytics and reporting. Monitoring helps you listen outside 

your owned platforms. Analytics help you listen on your owned platforms. Reports help you make sense of what 

you’ve heard. Monitoring tools help you analyze the public conversations on Social Media platforms. 

Monitoring gives you a glimpse into your customers their sentiment towards your brand and products, their 

interests and needs. These tools are available from a wide variety of vendors, and you need to test which one fits 

your needs best. Analytics are strong in Social Media, and easily accessible. More than in most other other 

communication channels, engagement can be measured well here. Many platforms offer detailed measurements 

and analytics around users’ engagement with your content. Reporting the results of Monitoring and Analytics is 

the basis on which to develop true insights, which will help you adapt and optimize your strategies. Let’s expand 

on these a bit more. Monitoring. Successful monitoring requires two things: 

•Clearly defined questions: 

To get to useful insights, you need to know what you want to know. 

•Establish processes: 

In order to make most out of the insights your monitoring generates, you need processes that make sure that 

these insights get to the right people and places, and can be implemented. To give you a better feeling for 

monitoring, typical approaches may include: 

• Topic radar:  A regular snapshot evaluates the online conversations around your key topics (retail, banking, 

design...). 

• Opportunities for engagement: Constant monitoring identifies opportunities to engage with users around the 

topics you’re an established expert in. This could mean answering questions about these topics in general, or 

about your brand in particular. 

• Feedback: Expand on the regular snapshots to include opinions about your brand or products, and based on this 

develop concrete recommenda - tions for further action Gemma Went (2014). 

Most monitoring tools available out there are still mostly a display of their technical capabilities but fail to act as 

a true source of insights. This has lead to most monitoring strategies being driven by whatever the chosen vendor 

can offer, instead of developing a clear strategy of what insights a company wants to see before choosing the 

vendor. 

 

4.  Facebook  

Facebooks are often published at the start of the academic year by the administrations of collegesand 

universities, with the intention of helping students, faculty, and staffto get to know each other better. A facebook 

may be contrasted with a yearbook, which is traditionally published at the end of the academic year and usually 

includes details about various aspects of the preceding year, along with the sort of content one would find in a 

facebook. As stated Zhao et al. (2008) Facebook is in many ways similar to another popular online social 

networking site, Myspace, but it also has some unique features that are crucial to the present study. Like 

Myspace, Facebook enables users to present themselves in a number of ways. Users can display pictures in their 

online albums, describe their personal interests and hobbies, and list their friends and social networks. There is 

also a communication function on Facebook that allows users to interact with one another through comments and 
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messages. However, Facebook differs from Myspace in one important aspect: it is nonymous andinstitutionally 

bound. For the college and university version of Facebook, membership is restricted to those with an official 

campus email account, and users’ real names are shown in their profiles. The display of users’ real names and 

their institutional affiliations make the Facebook environment almost fully nonymous. 

 

Stutzman et al. (2012) stated, that Facebook's transition from a university-focused social network site for 

students to a global social network site, however, was not seamless. In particular, changes to Facebook network 

structure and a series of unpopular moves raised users' privacy concerns.When Facebook debuted in 2004, the 

site was segmented by university, so that university network membership created a meaningful privacy 

boundary. Although university networks could be quite large (Acquisti, Gross (2006)), this boundary generally 

separated students from family, employers, and municipal law enforcement. Starting in 2006, Facebook 

gradually liberalized its policies for site membership, and began changing (and eventually discounting) the value 

of \networks" within the service. Facebook was rewarded for these moves, with adoption climbing through a 

billion users as of late 2012. According Acquisti and Gross (2006), Lampe et al. (2007), Stutzman (2006) 

facebook is a social networking site that began with a focus on colleges and universities, but now includes high 

schools and other organizations, has been studied. These studies have collected profile information from 

Facebook through the use of a web crawler, and through surveys of members. Acquisti and Gross (2006) stated 

that  Facebook members reveal a lot of information about themselves, and are not very aware of privacy options 

or who can actually view their profile.  
Table 3. Facebook Statistics 

Facebook Statistics Data 

Total number of monthly active Facebook users 1,310,000,000 

Total number of mobile Facebook users 680,000,000 

Increase in Facebook users from 2012 to 2013 22 % 

Total number of minutes spent on Facebook each month 640,000,000 

Percent of all Facebook users who log on in any given day 48 % 

Average time spent on Facebook per visit 18 minutes 

Total number of Facebook pages 54,200,000 

Facebook Demographics Data 

Percent of 18-34 year olds who check Facebook when they wake up 48 % 

Percent of 18-34 year olds who check Facebook before they get out of bed 28 % 

Average number of friends per facebook user 130 

Average number of pages, groups, and events a user is connected to 80 

Average number of photos uploaded per day 205 

Number of fake Facebook profiles 81,000,000 

Global Facebook Reach Statistics   

Number of languages available on the Facebook site 70 

Percent of Facebook users who are outside the United States 75 % 

Number of users who helped translate Facebook 300,000 

Facebook Platform Statistics   

Average number of aps installed on Facebook each day 20 million 

Total number of apps and websites integrated with Facebook 7 million 

Every 20 Minutes on Facebook   

Links shared 1 million 

Friends requested 2 million 

Messages sent 3 million 

Facebook Company Statistics Data 

Total number of Facebook employees 4,619 

Total 2012 Facebook revenue $5,090,000,000 

Total 2013 Facebook revenue $6,150,000,000 

 

Source: Statistic Brain Research Institute (2014) 

 

Facebook consists of a series of interrelated profile pages in which members post a broad range of information 

about themselves and link their own profile to others’ profiles. The core of the Facebook experience centers on 
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users’ ability to (a) post self-relevant information on an individualized profile page, (b) link to other members 

and create a “friends” list, and (c) interact with other members (Buffardi and Campbell 2008; Tufekci 2008). 

Facebook statistics are presented in Table 3.  

 

According Mills, the Facebook was started in 2004 by Harvard sophomore Mark Zuckerberg. The site was 

successfully foundednwith help from his roommates Dustin Moskovitz and Chris Hughes. Zuckerberg had, at the 

time, been studying computer sciences at the university, but dropped out to develop the site when Facebook 

began growing in popularity. Zuckerberg, founder and CEO of Facebook, is the main individual responsible for 

the design, product strategy and overall prosperity of the site. Facebook allows users to use of personal 

information between the user and hobbies, like classes, sports, books, movies, trademarks, likes public figure, 

public entities. Besides advertising positioning for certain segments, such as age, sex, residence location 

language you can choose a much more accurate and user preferences and corresponding segmentation. You can 

also choose display advertising only to specific users or their friends. Facebook is not limited just to attract 

visitors to the website itself. Various Facebook social network content linked with independent sites using all the 

tools of the largest and most popular Lithuanian sites with the exception of some of the Lithuanian social 

networks. Facebook user becomes a fan of a page, leave a comment or favorite page.   

The contents of the user's action can be automatically communicated to the user, their friend’s  

personal news stream. Each user interaction with the page increases the likelihood that the organization and / or 

its activities have more consumers. Also user’s names can be linked to a specific content within (this user license 

photos and video or mention of their names in text messages). Such actions can also be automatically notify the 

user and friends portrayed user profile “wall”. In addition, users can spontaneously share information.   

 

Conclusions  

 

Internet Marketing is ICT to market your business online. Social media, in particular, is an area that has radically 

changed how you market your business. Consumers are much smarter and are not as interested in messages 

being broadcast to them and are therefore engaging more with social networks. Social network marketing is 

typically cheaper and a more effective method of targeting your potential customers. Advertising online as 

opposed to offline is also easier to track to see its effectiveness. Facebook allows users to use of personal 

information between the user and hobbies, like classes, sports, books, movies, trademarks, likes public figure, 

public entities. Besides advertising positioning for certain segments, such as age, sex, residence location 

language you can choose a much more accurate and user preferences and corresponding segmentation. ICT has 

become integral part of entrepreneurial activity, hence ignoring of social network marketing can threat 

sustainability of any entrepreneurial undertaking. 
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